HARLEY, MALE, AGE 14 YEARS, YORKSHIRE TERRIER MIX
Veterinarian: Dr Liz Hardesty, Murrayhill Veterinary Hospital, Beaverton, OR

CYTOPOINT® is an excellent choice for owners who are looking for a long-lasting alternative to
daily pilling treatments1
Harley’s temperament and his owner’s schedule made daily pilling treatments challenging

Harley had received regular grooming at Dr Hardesty’s clinic for a number of years. The groomer began consistently
noticing skin infections, ear infections and hot spots. Dr Hardesty treated Harley with antibiotics and prescribed daily
oral tablets for the underlying itch. Harley’s condition improved, and he had fewer secondary infections; however, due
to Harley’s feisty temperament and the schedule issues resulting from having young children, his owner was having
difficulty with daily pilling.

Treatment decision
When CYTOPOINT became available, Harley’s owner was very enthusiastic about trying it, so Dr Hardesty gave
Harley the injection to control his chronic itch.

CYTOPOINT treatment result
At the 30-day recheck, both Dr Hardesty and Harley’s owner were very pleased with Harley’s progress. Harley’s
itching was controlled, and his constant paw biting had stopped. His owner reported that he was more able to
“be himself.” Dr Hardesty noted that, despite his age, Harley seemed to be more lively and energetic than he had
been now that his chronic itch was no longer bothering him.
“HARLEY’S OWNER SEEMED VERY HAPPY AT THE ONE-MONTH RECHECK. IT SEEMED LIKE WE HAD
TAKEN A WEIGHT OFF OF HER SHOULDERS IN TERMS OF HAVING TO ADMINISTER MEDICATION AT
HOME. I THINK IT DID IMPROVE THEIR HUMAN-ANIMAL BOND. I’M SURE AT HOME SHE IS ABLE TO
SPEND SOME QUALITY TIME WITH HIM…IN WAYS OTHER THAN STRUGGLING WITH MEDICATION.”

– Dr Liz Hardesty, Harley’s DVM
Indications: CYTOPOINT has been shown to be effective for the treatment of dogs against allergic dermatitis and atopic dermatitis.
Reference: 1. Data on file, CYTOPOINT Case Studies, Zoetis Inc.
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